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©FEEL ANEW

ENGLISH ROSE GOLD
A facial combining rose-infused products, gold, and bakuchiol is an exceptional treat for the English Rose 
in your life this Mother's Day. Rose-infused products provide hydration, reduce inflammation, and have 
antioxidant benefits. Gold is known for its healthy ageing properties, boosting collagen production, reducing 
the appearance of fine lines, and giving the skin a healthy glow. Bakuchiol is a plant-based alternative to 
retinol that can help stimulate collagen production, reducing signs of ageing, and improving skin elasticity 
without the usual irritation associated with retinol. This unique blend of ingredients delivers a rejuvenating and 
luxurious experience, perfect for showing your love and appreciation on Mother's Day. Not only will it make 
the client feel anew, but also help us to rediscover the joy of shared moments and pampering.

ENGLISH ROSE GOLD FACIAL  — 60 MINUTES

set the scene — light a candle (Fig & Vanilla Candle is ideal) and dim the lights.
cleanse — using Damascene Melting Cleanser, circular motions over the face, removing with warm mitts.
polish — using Gold & Pearl Facial Polish, buff away impurities, removing with warm mitts.
mask — with Pearl & Gold Face Mask to add the plumpness and brightness back into the skin. 
remove — the Gold Mask and gently press excess product into the skin. 
massage — using Organic Rosehip Facial Oil, perform a pressure point facial massage, doing this until all 
oil has been absorbed. 
treatment — using Bakuchiol Oil, apply a generous amount, pressing into the skin to help with fine lines, 
plumpness, and youthful glow.
moisturise — using Gold Moisturiser, seal in all those luxurious oils.
top tip — add this onto a Mother’s Day pamper package, maybe an afternoon tea or a cocktail hour.

Fig & Vanilla Candle 220g
Damascene Melting Cleanser 50ml | 1kg
Gold & Pearl Facial Polish 50ml | 500ml
Pearl & Gold Face Mask 30g
Rosehip Oil 30ml
Bakuchiol Facial Oil 50ml


